
Gomersal St Mary’s CE (V.A) First and Nursery School 

Class 1 Newsletter Spring Term 2012 
Happy New Year! 

My teacher is Mrs. Woodcock 
Other adults who work in my class are: Mrs. Priestly (ETA), Mrs. Bisby and Miss Simpson 

(part time SEN support) Miss Oldroyd (part time student) 

PE and Dance: will be on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. Please can you make sure that 

all kit is in school and named. 

 

I am hoping to arrange a class visit to Red House Museum and a ‘Walk the Plank 

Pirate Fashion Show’ more details to follow soon. 

Our Topic this half term is:   Pirates and Treasure ! 

 
In RE:  
I am learning about the life of Jesus, the stories he told and the true meaning of 

The Easter Story. 

In Music:  
I am working on improving listening skills pulse and rhythm with Mrs. Lockwood 

In PE:  
I am developing gymnastic skills working on rolling forwards and backwards, 

balancing using different body parts, I will also be practising jumping and landing 

from large apparatus. 

 

In ICT: I am learning about classifying, sorting and labelling. I will be using 

Beebots (programmable toys) working on using positional vocabulary and co-

ordinates. 

In PSCHE: I am learning about what is important and special to me and my 

family. What things do I treasure the most and why? 

In History: I am learning about life today and in the past looking at similarities 

and differences between life then and now using real artefacts. 

In Geography: I am learning about local features, globes and simple maps. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In Science:  
I am learning about light and dark 

investigating shiny and dull materials 

 In Design and Technology:  
I will design and make ‘pirate props’ and 

scenery for everyone to enjoy in our 

role play pirate ship area  

In Numeracy:  I will be adding and 

taking away with bigger numbers, 

working on tens and units, investigating 

number patterns ,counting in twos, fives 

and tens. I will be solving practical 

problems using measures including 

weight, money and length. Telling the 

time, reading and making my own tallies, 

graphs, charts and tables. 

 

 

 
Can you help? 

We need cardboard tubes 

(not toilet rolls), gems, 

jewels and shiny things for 

our treasure chests , pirate 

props and fashion show.  

In Literacy: 
I am exploring different kinds of 

texts for different purposes such 

as letters, lists ,invitations and 

postcards. Reading tales, 

learning ways to make my own 

stories more interesting by using 

time words and connectives such 

as because. Reading and phonic 

work will continue on different 

letters and sounds everyday. 

Spelling checks on Tuesdays and 

handwriting activities on Fridays. 

In Art: I am painting, chalking, 

printing, making collages and 

models. 

 

 


